
Operating Test Comments 
 
Systems JPM D: Step 9 is critical and says start “2/3B” Clean Demin pump. Must 

start 2/3A Clean Demin pump since 2/3B is OOS.  RE: Stay as is 
since 2/3A Clean Demin pump is OOS.  MUST start 2/3B pump! 

 
Why isn’t Step 11 critical, since applicant is required to open a 
valve and maintain level?  RE:  Not critical since already putting 
water into Hx’er. 
 

Systems JPM I How do you procedurally restore from this condition?  RE:  Will 
have to contact Ops Rep.  May require procedure change! 

 
Admin JPM A-N-4-R: Replaced JPM based on comments from outline review and 
Admin JPM A-N-4-S possible repetition with applicant’s audit exam.   
 
 
Admin JPM A-N-2-S: Will applicant have access to a computer to do this JPM or do we 

want to prohibit computer use? RE:  There will be no access to 
computer allowed to perform this JPM. 

 
 
Scenario N-2: Scenario needs to be improved. 
 Event #3 move to event #1, EDG running loaded for ST then lose 

EDGCWP.  More challenging.  RE:  Completed! 
 Event #2:  Lose CRD pump flow, must adjust flow controller 

before starting standby pump.  RE:  There will be no change to 
actions for a pump trip or filter clogging.  Keep as is. 

 Events 5 & 6:  Too similar.  Will replace one or both with events 
from spare scenario.  RE:  Replaced Event 5. 

 Scenario N-2 will be moved to ‘spare’ position and retitled N-4.  
Scenario N-4 will be retitled to N-2 and will be used during exam. 

 
The following comments were made during onsite validation week and were 
incorporated as follows: 
 
Systems JPM B: Add procedure step designators in JPM so examiner can follow 

along with procedure steps. 
 Break up cue after Step 4 and add second cue after Step 5. 
 Add note that I.8.g step to be N/A’d. 
 
Systems JPM E: Step 11, change panel location from ‘4’ to ‘5’! 
 
Systems JPM F: Cue after Step 3; Data sheet 1A not Data sheet 1. 
 
Systems JPM G: Step 2: Change “Channel 4” to “Drive Control Ch A.” 
 Must setup simulator such that Drive Control CH A display window 

reads 9510+3. 
 
Admin JPM A-N-1-R Need photo of CST level indicators in lieu of using panel 

indicators. 



 
Scenario 1: On Switching Orders provided to applicants, need to change breaker 

designator to match Scenario step, ie; change breaker to L302. 
 Major:  Add contingency step since crew may cross-connect Bus 28 with 

Bus 29 which will result in Bus 29 tripping.  Allow crew to recover Bus 29. 
 
Scenario 2: Event 2:  Operator will be in room so don’t need to wait 2 minutes to give 

cue. 
 Event 4:  Add annunciator 902-5, F-2 to list of annunciators received. 
 
Scenario 3: Event 2:  Add actions for SRO to reference DOA 6500-10.  Also add 

actions for placing 2A Condensate/Booster pump in PTL. 
 Event 4:  Role play @ bottom of page, QNE will work on rod move sheet. 
 
Scenario 4: Event 3:  Contingency for TS call at end of scenario AND delete 

contingent TS. 
 Event 6:  Add reference for TS 3.4.1 Condition B also! 
 Event 8:  Trigger 17 will automatically be initiated on Scram. 
 
I decided to use Scenario #4 in lieu of Scenario #2 for examination purposes.   
Scenario #2 will be used as the spare scenario and retitled ‘Scenario 4.’  Scenario 4 will 
be retitled to ‘Scenario 2.’ 
 


